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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

On August 17, 1959, the United States Atomic Energy Commission, through
the New York Operations Office, issued Contract No. AT (30-1)-2441 to
Kaiser Engineers for the "Study of Remote Military Power Applications".
The study is essentially an economic evaluation of the construction and
operation of nuclear power plants at several designated military instal-
lations, where increased power generating capabilities of 5 to 40 mwe
may be required by the Government for the period 1963 through 1970.

Upon initiation of the study, information was obtained from the Atomic
Energy Commission and the Department of Defense concerning those mili-
tary installations for which an analysis of the cost of nuclear power
was desired. After an evaluation of the economic factors involved,
certain sites were eliminated from further consideration.

The Fourth U. S. ASA Field Station, Asmara, Eritrea, was one of the
sites selected for further study. Power requirements for this loca-
tion were established at 5 mwe (firm) in 1963.

In the report will be found a description of the 5 mwe nuclear power
plant to be completed in 1963, together with concept drawings, con-
struction cost estimate, design and construction schedule, and oper-
ating, maintenance and fuel costs. For purposes of comparison, a
comparable conventional 5 mwe diesel power plant was selected, and
concepts and costs are included.

This is Report No. 6 of a series of reports completed under Contract
No. AT (30-1)-2441. The completed study comprises a Summary Report,
a Selection of Applicable Reactor Concepts Report, and a number of
site reports.
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SECTION II

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Fourth United States Army Security Agency, Asmara, Eritrea, con-
sists of several operational and billeting facilities, located in and
around the city on sites leased from the local government. These
sites, called tracts, are all within a 15-mile radius of the city.
Electric power for these facilities is supplied from local municipal
sources, or by U. S. owned and operated diesel engine power plants.

Power requirements, for purposes of this study, were established at
5 mwe of firm power in 1963 (Section III A). Studies indicate that
the most suitable type of nuclear reactor to meet the power require-
ments would be a pressurized water reactor (SM-2), and one 6,000 kw
(gross) turbine-generator (Section III B). Stand-by power would be
provided by existing or projected U. S. owned diesel engine power
plants (Ref. 1).

For comparison purposes, a conventional power plant consisting of six
1,250 kw diesel engine generators was selected (Section III B).

New Kagnew Station, Tract "E"; was selected as the site for either the
nuclear or conventional power plant, principally because of its cen-
tral location within the complex (Section III C).

With the exception of the nuclear reactor, no special construction
problems are anticipated. The nuclear reactor will be purchased in
the United States and shipped to the site preassembled in several
units. Other major items of equipment will be purchased from foreign
sources (Section III D).

General arrangement and outline drawings have been prepared for both
nuclear and conventional power plants to permit the preparation of
reasonable and comparable estimates of construction costs. Sections
IV and V of this report present facility descriptions and estimates
of cost for the nuclear and conventional power plants. These costs
are summarized in Table 1, page 4.

The project schedule for the nuclear power plant covers a 2h-month
period from initiation of the project to the date of initial power
production. If the project is started by the end of 1960, the nuclear
power plant can be completed by 1963. This schedule is predicated on
procurement of the turbine-generator and the nuclear reactor prior to
completion of design engineering. Construction can be started after
completion of design engineering.
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The project schedule for the conventional power plant covers a 19-
month period from initiation of the project to the date of initial
power production.

A summary of the nuclear and conventional power plant data is shown
in Table 2, page 5.
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TABLE 1

ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING COSTS

Estimated Construction Costs

Total Construction Cost
Escalation through 1963

Total Including Escalation
Design Engineering

Total Excluding Contingency
Contingency

Total Project Cost

Nuclear
Power Plant

$4,660,000
280 000

$9o,9 0O
250,000

$5,190,000
610,000

$,800,000

Conventional
Power Plant

$2,4002,000
114)4,000

$, X000

15 3000
$2,699,000

216,000
$2,91,000

Estimated Annual and Unit Power Costs

Nuclear Power Plant Conventional Power Plant
Unit Cost Unit Cost

Annual in mills Annual in mills
Cost per kwhr (4) Cost per kwhr

Fixed Charges (1) $ 290,000 6.6 $146,000 3.3
Operating and Maintenance

Cost (2) 239,000 5.5 156,000 3.6
Nuclear Fuel C9st (3) 586,000 13.14
Fuel Oil Cost i5) 27,000 0.6 532,000 12.1

Total Cost $1,142,000 26.1 $834,000 19.0

NOTES (1) Based on 20-year plant life equivalent to 5% of the total project
cost. No interest on investment has been included.

(2) Excludes interest on cost of fuel oil in storage, interest on spare
parts, nuclear indemnity insurance, other insurance, and taxes.

(3) Excludes nuclear fuel use charge.

(4) Unit power cost is based on 100% of the firm power demand equiv-
alent to 43,800,000 kilowatt hours per year.

(5) Based on 1959 commercial rates plus an average escalation over the
life of the plant.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF POWER PLANT DATA

Nuclear
Power Plant

Conventional
Power Plant

1. Over-all Performance

Type of reactor/conventional
power source

No. of reactors
No. of turbine-generators/

diesel engine generators

Electrical capability:
Gross
Net

Turbine steam
Flow
Pressure
Temperature

Feed water return temperature

2. Reactor Characteristics

Pressurized water re-
actor

1
1

6,000 kw
5,40o kw

Diesel-engine driven
generators

6

7,500 kw
5,000 kw (firm)

83,000 lb/hr
600 psia
4860 F (saturated)
3390 F

Fuel Assembly:

Fuel material
Initial enrichment
Weight of fuel in the core
Fuel burnup at discharge
Cladding material
No. of stationary fuel

assemblies
No. of "control-rod-

followers"
No. of control rods
Control material

Reactor Vessel:
Internal diameter
Internal height
Material

U02 in stainless steel matrix
90+% U-235
36.2 kg, U-235
38 8%
Stainless steel

38

7
7
Europium

1 in.
12 ft 5 in.
Stainless steel
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

Nuclear
Power Plant

Conventional
Power Plant

3. Containment

Type
Over-all height
Diameter

h. Turbine-Generator
Characteristics

Number
Type
Gross capability

(l} in. Hg abs)
Generator coolant
Generator voltage

Vertical steel cylinder
63 ft
24 ft

1
3,600 rpm single casing

6,000 kw
Air
2,400/4,160 v

5. Condensers

Number
Type
Condensing surface
Pressure (at 100% capability

and 75O F cooling water)

6. Stand-by Power

1
Two pass, divided water box
9,000 sq ft

14 in. Hg abs

None provided - existing
or projected diesel
generating units will be
used as stand-by for the
nuclear plant

7. Diesel Engine Generator
Characteristics

Number
Type
Rating
Generator voltage

6
Heavy duty
1,250 kw
2,400/4,160 v
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SECTION III

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Requirements for Electric Power

Electric power for the United States Army Security Agency facil-
ities at Asmara, Eritrea is supplied principally by U. S. owned
and operated diesel engine power plants, with some minor amount
of power being obtained from local municipal sources (Ref. 2).
Power distribution within the tracts is by overhead 4,160 volt
transmission lines. Existing and projected diesel engine power
plants are:

Nameplate
Location Rating Total

Tract C )4@ 225 kw 900 kw
Tract C* 2 @ 375 kw 750 kw
Tract D 5 @ 500 kw 2,500 kw
Tract E 3 @ 500 kw 1,500 kw
Navy Tract * h @ 375 kw 1,500 kw
ASA * 2 @ 800 kw 1,600 kw

* These plants are for projected additional
facilities scheduled for 1960 completion.
The two-unit installation for Tract "C"is
an emergency power facility only.

Present electrical power requirements are quite low. However,
the demand is increasing, as evidenced by the additional power
plants planned for installation by 1960. By 1963, anticipated
firm power requirements will be a minimum of 5,000 kw (Ref. 3).
With the installation of a single nuclear power plant in a cen-
tral location, it will then be possible to retire certain of the
existing diesel engine generating units and place others in a
stand-by condition. This should result in considerable savings
in operating, maintenance and fuel costs. Also, some improvement
in over-all system stability and power quality will be possible.

It has been assumed that the additional power required by 1963
will be needed for operation of radar and other electronic equip-
ment. The new power plant then must be capable of producing
precision quality firm power. Accordingly, the report is based
on a power plant which will produce 2,400/4,160 v, 3-phase, 60
cycle electric power, meeting the following criteria:
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1. The deviation factor of line-to-line voltage at zero load
and balanced 14/ rated load at 80% power factor shall not
exceed 2%.

2. The rms of all harmonics shall be less than 2%, with any
one harmonic less than 0.75 at full rated load.

3. The plant shall be capable of limiting voltage fluctuations
to within 2% and frequency fluctuations to within 2%, be-
tween 10% and 120% of rated load, when subjected to an
instantaneous load change of 30% of rated capacity at 0.80
power factor. The recovery time from initiation of the
transient to steady state conditions shall not exceed
1.5 seconds.

14. Under steady state conditions, the plant shall limit fre-
quency fluctuations to 0.25% and voltage fluctuations to
10.5%.

The present power generating facilities generate power at
2,1400/,160 v, 3-phase, 60 cycles. Power for Tract "A" is sup-
plied by municipal facilities at 220/110 v, 3-phase, 60 cycles.
Tract "B" is supplied by the power plant located in Tract "C".

-8-
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B. Proposed Generating Facilities

The selection of components for both the nuclear and conventional
power plants is based on the need for reliable, precision quality
electric power. Continuity of service to the technical facilities
must be assured under all conditions of operation. This requires
that the power plants be equipped with complete automatic controls
and instrumentation.

Selection of Nuclear Plant Size and [ype

Selection of the nuclear steam supply system for the Asmara power
plant was developed from two preliminary tasks which comprised
the first phase of this study. These tasks included first a tech-
nical and economic review of all known reactor types in order to
eliminate those concepts considered unsuitable to the Asmara appli-
cation, and second the final selection of the reactor concept.

The technical and economic review is summarized in a separate
report (Ref. 1), and concludes that for operation by 1963 the
pressurized water reactor (pwr) and boiling water reactor (bwr)
are the most suitable.

The selection of a specific reactor required the determination of
available nuclear power reactor designs of either the pwr or bwr
type, which could be reasonably adapted to the Asmara conditions.
The nuclear manufacturers furnishing such information include all
current pwr and bwr system suppliers. Because of the requirement
for operation by 1963, it is not reasonable to contemplate the
development of new reactor designs. Rather, it is intended to
rely primarily on existing reactor designs, making such modifi-
cations as are necessary to fit the subject applications.

The United States Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of
Defense are jointly financing the development and design of an
approximately 7,000 kw(net) pressurized water reactor power plant,
which has been designated the SM-2. This plant is a scaled-up and
improved version of the SM-1 (formerly APPR-1) plant presently oper-
ating at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. Responsibility for the development
and design effort, estimated at approximately $3,500,000, has been
assigned to Alco Products, Inc. The development and design effort
is to be completed by June, 1960, and will culminate in detailed
plans and specifications for the entire plant.

An estimated construction cost for this plant at a U. S. site is
approximately $4,000,000, excluding design and development costs.
This construction cost is substantially less than cost estimates
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received from other nuclear manufacturers for reactors in the
5,000 to 7,000 kw range (Ref. b). One of the primary reasons
for the higher cost of plants using commercial designs in the
5,000 to 7,000 kw range, as compared with the SM-2, is that the
costs for the former include substantial sums for design, devel-
opment and testing. These costs will be incurred in the present
Government sponsored development program for the SM-2.

In addition to its low cost, the SM-2 is being designed to meet
a very high standard of reliability (infrequent power outages),
and is capable of accommodating rapid load changes with only minor
fluctuations in generated voltage and frequency, even without con-
trol rod motion.

The low capital cost, plus the high degree of reliability, makes
the SM-2 reactor the best choice for installation at Asmara by
1963.

The power requirement for Asmara is 5,000 kw (net), whereas the
SM-2 has a net capability of approximately 7,000 kw, using a
7,500 kw (gross) turbine-generator. Therefore, it is proposed
to install a 6,000 kw (gross) turbine-generator, but use the
reactor and other primary system components unchanged from the
SM-2 design.

Some saving in equipment cost would result from redesigning the
reactor and primary system components to meet the 5,000 kw (net)
requirement. However, the net saving if any would be minor after
considering the additional engineering and development costs.

Stand-by power will be provided by existing and projected diesel
engine generating plants (Ref. 1).

Selection of Conventional Plant, Size and Type

The conventional plant design is predicated on the same general
bases as the nuclear plant so the alternate concepts may be com-
parable. The conventional plant is designed as a remote facility
where power reliability is a prime consideration. Furthermore,
since precision quality power is required under all operating
conditions, the plant design includes provisions for excess capac-
ity, quick starting, load sharing, automatic synchronization and
complete instrumentation.

Unit capital costs and production costs for power plants of the
size required for Asmara are considerably higher for gas turbine
and conventional steam plants than for diesel engine plants (Ref. 5).
Therefore, the conventionally fueled power station selected for this
comparison is of the multiple unit diesel engine generator design.
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The requirement of reliability (continuity) of power service
indicates the use of multiple and completely independent gener-
ating units, with excess capacity provided in the form of spare
units. System simplicity, which is a measure of system reli-
ability, is maximum when the smallest number of machines are used
to meet the requirements. Continuity of service is also improved
if the design provides for the planned use of a hot spare, The
conventional plant design, therefore, contemplates the installa-
tion of two spare units, one hot and one cold, in addition to
those required to meet normal load requirements.

Two plant designs will meet the foregoing spare generator require-
ments: 6 - 1,250 kw units or 5 - 1,500 kw units. Each of these
plants will readily meet the firm load requirement of 5,000 kw,
and peak loads up to 20% higher with one unit shut down. The
6-unit plant using 1,250 kw machines will meet, within the rated
power output of the machines, the firm load demand of 5,000 kw
following the failure of any one of the operating units. Under
a similar operating emergency, each of the three running units of
the 5-unit plant would have to operate at 111% of its rated power
output for the duration of the emergency to meet the firm load
demand. The 6-unit plant thus provides more reserve capacity for
the same total installed power.

The cost difference between these two plant designs is small
(Ref. 5), and for the reasons stated above, a diesel engine gen-
erator power station comprising six identical and independent
units, each rated at 1,250 kw, is selected for comparison with
the nuclear power plant.

- 11 -



C. Area Description and Site Selection

Eritrea is located on the east coast of Africa on the Red Sea.
It is bordered on the north and west by the Sudan, and on the
south by Ethiopia. Eritrea has an area of approximately 46,000
square miles and a population estimated at 1,100,000. Formerly
an Italian Colony, the country was federated with Ethiopia in
1952. There are two major cities in Eritrea; Massaua, a major
Red Sea port, and Asmara, the capital (population 130,000),
approximately 65 miles inland. Asmara is the center of most of
the country's European population and the site of the Fourth U.S.
Army Security Agency.

Eritrea is divided into two main geographical areas; the plateau
country of the northwest and lowland plains of the southeast. The
plateau country, with an average elevation of 6,000 to 7,000 feet,
is separated from the low plains by a coastal range of mountains.
Asmara is located at the eastern edge of the plateau in the coastal
range, at an altitude of 7,600 feet. The area in and around Asmara
is quite level and uneroded, sloping gently to the mountainous
country on the east and bordered by open grassland and farming
country to the west. Basalt and lava outflows form the highlands
around Asmara; the older underlying bedrock is composed of meta-
morphosed and folded shales. Vegetation can generally be described
as a savanna woodland, which merges with somewhat richer vegetation
and forests north of Asmara. There are no major bodies of water
in the immediate vicinity of Asmara, and only a few intermittent
streams which flow through the area.

The climate at Asmara is temperate to subtropical. The mean
annual temperature is 610 F, with extremes ranging from 360 F to
870 F. Average annual precipitation is 26 inches. The majority
of precipitation occurs in July and August and averages about
7 inches each month. Relative humidity ranges from a minimum of
50% in March to a maximum of 82% in August. Prevailing winds
are northeasterly with velocities of 18 to 36 miles per hour.

Information concerning seismic activity in the Asmara area indi-
cates general seismic activity along the west coast of the Red
Sea. However, it appears that of the few moderate earthquakes
reported in this area, all were located east of Asmara between
the coastal range and the Red Sea. Headquarters, Kagnew Station
reports that during the period 1951 to 1958 only one or two
"almost imperceptible" tremors were noted (Ref. 2). Absence of
any allowance for seismic loads in a recent design report pre-
pared for the Corps of Engineers (Ref. 6) tends to confirm that
seismic activity at Asmara, if any, is negligible.
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Eritrea has no major industry. Approximately 80% of the popula-
tion obtain their living from agriculture, although only 2% of
the land is under cultivation.

A narrow gauge railroad and a paved highway connect Asmara with
the seaport of Massaua. There is a municipal airport south of
the city which is served by Ethiopian Airlines (TWA).

There are two Army Security Agency (ASA) post areas in Asmara.
The old post is located near the U. S. Consulate about one-half
mile south of the center of the city; the other, New Kagnew Sta-
tion, is approximately one mile west of the city. Several ASA
transmitting and receiving facilities are located from b to 10
miles west and southwest of Asmara on land tracts secured from
the Eritrean Government by treaty. Available information indi-
cates that the receiving and transmitting facilities are self-
powered by diesel generator sets at their respective sites, Power
for the Old Kagnew Station is purchased from the City of Asmara.
New Kagnew Station is powered by its own diesel generator station,
located approximately in the center of the post.

Based on available information and maps of the area, Tract "E"
(on which New Kagnew Station is located) was selected as the site
of the power plants considered in this report. The New Kagnew
Station area offered the following advantages not altogether
shared by other possible sites.

1. It is reasonably well located with respect to the power
demand centers for the post areas and technical sites.

2. Kagnew Station is the ASA Headquarters, and as such has
existing support facilities which could be utilized by a
new power plant.

3. Existing utilities could be made available to a new plant.

14. Kagnew Station is served by existing main roads and a
railroad spur track.

5. A clear area of adequate size for a power plant is avail-
able within the station area.

Although available information points to Kagnew Station as the
most economical site for the location of new generating facilities,
further investigation could indicate that a site more geographi-
cally centralized with respect to the outlying facilities would
be desirable. It is considered, however, that choice of a dif-
ferent site would have no material effect on the results of this
study.
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The selected nuclear and conventional power plant locations with-
in Kagnew Station are in the western corner of the tract at the
intersection of South Boundary Road and "G" Avenue, South. The
selected site is on relatively level ground with grade approxi-
mately 2%, composed of 31 to 6 feet of sandy silt and clay, and
is immediately accessible from an existing boundary road. The
Kagnew Station area is served by a railroad spur track approxi-
mately one-half mile from the site.

Water is stored locally in small natural lakes and earth dam res-
ervoirs surrounding Asmara. Storage capacity is approximately
528 million gallons. Because of the annual fluctuations in rain-
fall and protracted dry seasons, the city's reservoirs are occa-
sionally heavily depleted. At present, Kagnew Station has arranged
to receive a minimum daily water supply of about 1 5,000 gallons
from the City of Asmara. This is supplementedby water from several
small wells on the station.

The cooling water requirement for the proposed nuclear plant
greatly exceeds the amount that could be made available from
existing sources. It is known that attempts are being made to
provide an additional supply of water for Kagnew Station from
deep wells, perhaps up to 750 feet in depth. While results of
test wells are not yet known, it has been assumed for purposes
of this study that an adequate supply of cooling water will be
available from deep wells, although they may be located as much
as two miles from the site.

Fuel oil for the existing power plants is supplied by truck from
Massaua under a contract with an oil company in the port city.
Fuel oil for the proposed conventional generating facilities would
be furnished in this manner.

- 14



D. Construction Considerations

Construction in the Asmara area presents no unusual problems in
regard to climate, topography or geology. Only a limited supply
of adequately skilled labor in the general construction trades
is available locally, and there is no significant supply of labor
in the electrical and mechanical trades. Most skilled labor is
generally imported from Europe. While unskilled and semi-skilled
labor is available in large numbers, productivity is low and per-
formance requires constant supervision. The work week is normally
six days at an average of 9 to 10 hours per day. Wages, by U. S.
standards, are very low, ranging between $120 to $150 per month
for skilled labor and $60 to $100 per month for unskilled and
semi-skilled labor (Ref. 2).

Local specialty subcontractors are few and limited in size by a
low volume of general building and road work. Local contractors
are not acquainted with American methods of construction and
require close supervision and complete orientation on U. S. spec-
ifications and standards. English, Danish, Italian and Israeli
contractors have undertaken the larger construction projects in
Eritrea.

Lack of specialty subcontractors and adequate fabricating shops
near Asmara requires a maximum of prefabrication of equipment and
material at the point of supply (U. S. or Europe), or the estab-
lishment of construction shops at the job site.

With the exception of brick, sand and gravel and some cement pro-
ducts, building materials are generally imported from European,
Asian and some African sources. Construction equipment is not
generally available in the area. The limited amount of construc-
tion equipment that is available consists of small units used for
maintenance work.

The Port of Massaua is served by major steamship lines. Dock
facilities include six 5-ton cranes and a h5-ton crane, all
mounted on rails, a 50-ton floating crane and general cargo han-
dling equipment. Covered warehouse space at the docks is limited,
with normal freight movements utilizing most of the existing
facilities.

Most supplies transported from Massaua to Asmara are trucked over
a 65-mile paved road, which rises 7,000 feet within its length.
Traffic over the road, which is maintained in good condition, is
limited to 30 tons, with height and width limited to 13 feet and
12 feet, respectively. The heaviest and largest items of equip-
ment contemplated by this study could be transported by truck
from Massaua to Asmara within these load limits, although special
transporters may be required for some equipment.
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The narrow gauge railroad from Massaua is operated by the Ethiopian
Government. Rolling stock includes 12-ton capacity box cars, a
few 20-ton capacity gondolas, and coal fired and diesel locomotives.
Loads are limited to approximately 7 feet in height and width.

Ethiopian Airlines, using DC-.6B aircraft, provides passenger and
freight service at the Asmara airport, four miles from the city.

Construction Labor

Some craftsmen, mostly Italian, are available for carpentry,
masonry, plumbing and electrical work, but are versed solely in
hand construction methods. A Point IV USOM trade school in Asmara
provides a good source of apprentices for welders, carpenters,
machinists, mechanics, and sheet metal workers. A technical pro-
ject, such as the construction of a nuclear power plant, would
have to rely heavily on imported U. S. supervision and European
labor in the more skilled trades.

Construction labor costs used in the estimates are based on U. S.
West Coast labor rates modified by a 0.50 conversion factor rep-
resentative of differences in labor productivity, labor rates,
and other factors peculiar to construction work at Asmara.

The following tabulation compares, for representative crafts,
wage rates for Eritreans and Europeans in Asmara with U.S. rates
(Ref. 7).

Eritrean European U. S. Labor Rates
Hourly Rate Hourly Rate Hourly

Carpenter $0.34 $0.96 $3.95

Laborer 0.18 0.146 2,97

Electrician 0.45 0.88 14,51

Mason 0.45 1.00 14.75

Truck Driver, (Heavy) 0.59 1.10 3.76

Painter 0.314 0.77 3.72

Plumbers and Fitters - 1.10 L.75

Other considerations utilized to arrive at the 0.50 labor conver-
sion factor are as follows:

1. Use of Eritrean personnel for unskilled labor.

2. Use of European personnel for skilled labor.
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3. Use of U. S. technicians and supervisory personnel,

4. A L8-hour work week.

5. Average productivity factors of 35% and 80% for Eritrean
and European labor, respectively, using U. S. labor pro-
ductivity as a base.

Construction Materials

Construction materials are available from local and European
sources. The estimate of cost is based on local prices for
cement, aggregate and concrete products. Costs for all other
construction materials are based on European prices. The esti-
mated over-all construction materials cost factor used in the
cost estimates is 70%, using the cost of equivalent materials
of U. S. manufacture as the base.

Permanent Equipment

The estimate is based on U. S. manufacture of the nuclear reactor
and its component equipment, and on foreign manufacture of all
other permanent equipment, Estimating data for equipment of
European manufacture indicates that the delivered cost at Asmara
of permanent equipment required for the power plants, such as
diesel engines, turbine-generators, pressure vessels and piping,
will average about 75% of the cost of equivalent equipment of
U. S. manufacture. Accordingly, except for the nuclear reactor
and its components, permanent equipment for the power plants has
been estimated at 75% of U. S. prices.
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SECTION IV

PROPOSED NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

A. General Description

The proposed nuclear plant will consist primarily of one SM-2
reactor with one 6,000 kw (gross) turbine-generator. A compre-
hensive description of the SM-2 nuclear power plant design can be
found in Ref. 8, 9, and 10. The description and cost estimate
which follow are based on these references plus subsequent design
changes established by the SM-2 contractor, Alco Products, Inc.,
up to September 1, 1959.

The SM-2 reactor will be a fully enriched U-235 fueled, pressurized
water reactor (light water moderated and cooled) capable of pro-
ducing 28 mw of thermal power in a core consisting of 38 fixed fuel
elements and seven control-rod-follower elements. The reactor will
operate at a pressure of 2,000 psia.

The fuel elements will consist of an assembly of plates, each plate
consisting of a matrix of highly enriched U0 2 dispersed in stain-
less steel, and clad with stainless steel. The control rods will
consist of europium bearing "poison sections" runted on top of
uranium bearing "follower" sections.

Each reactor will contain a core support structure consisting of a
fixed bottom grid, removable top grid, flow dividers (baffles) and
stainless steel reflectors. The core support structure will be
supported by the stainless steel pressure vessel. The coolant will
enter the vessel near the bottom of the core, pass upward through
the peripheral fuel elements, downward through the reflector region,
upward through the center region of the core, thence out of the
vessel.

The coolant will enter the pressure vessel at 5000 F and leave at
about 5200 F. The coolant will give up its heat to the secondary
steam on the shell side of a vertical U-tube heat exchanger and
will be pumped back to the reactor by a canned motor pump circu-
lating 8,000 gpm against a total system pressure drop of 50 psi.
An electrically heated pressurizer will control system pressure and
act as a surge tank for sudden primary system pressure changes.

The pressurizer level will be used to control the primary make-up
pumps and primary system blowdown flow. The normal primary system
blowdown flow, 5 gpm, will be taken from the steam generator. This
flow will be cooled in a heat exchanger and piped to the waste
storage tank or to the purification system.
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The relative positions of the pump, heat exchanger and reactor
will be such that natural circulation of the coolant will occur
with locked or powerless pumps, and the reactor core will be
covered with water if the heat exchanger is drained.

Input to the purification system will be from the primary blow-
down cooler and the control rod drive seal system. The deminer-
alizers will be mixed bed ion exchangers for removal of impurities
and corrosion products. The output of the demineralizers will be
filtered to remove any resin material that may have been carried
over, and will then be stored in the primary make-up tank.

Hydrogen gas will be dissolved in the primary coolant water to
suppress radiolytic decomposition and to remove any oxygen from
solution. Hydrogen will be added by maintaining a 5 psi hydrogen
pressure within the primary make-up tank. Variable speed positive
displacement make-up pumps will return water to the primary system
as required and maintain the water seal for the control rods.

A 5,000 gallon stainless steel tank will be provided for radio-
active waste storage.

A ventilation stack will be provided for venting containment
vessel and waste storage tank gases. The maximum flow in the
stack will be approximately 2,300 cu ft/min.

Shielding will be provided inside the containment vessel to allow
limited access within half an hour after reactor shutdown and

L0 hr/wk access 2t hours after shutdown. This shielding will be
provided by ten concentric steel sleeves about 2 in. thick spaced
at 1 in. in a tank of water. There will be approximately 10 ft
of water over the top of the reactor. This primary shield will
be cooled by the common cooling water system for the components
inside of the containment vessel.

Secondary shielding will be provided on the outside of the con-
tainment vessel by 2 ft thick reinforced concrete shell to allow
40 hr/wk access at the secondary shield surface during normal
operation. It also will serve to reduce the dose rate from a
maximum credible accident to about 1R/hr, which will allow a
reasonable length of time for evacuation and emergency operations
without exceeding the maximum weekly dose.

Containment will be provided by a carbon steel cylindrical vessel
2L ft in diameter. The containment vessel will be isolated during
normal operation. Access to the containment vessel will be pro-
vided by a 6 ft personnel airlock, and a 7 ft equipment hatch.
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Spent fuel will be discharged during reactor shutdown by removing
individual spent fuel elements from the reactor vessel with the
top flange of the reactor vessel removed. The spent fuel elements
will be ejected into a discharge tube, which will penetrate the
containment vessel wall and the secondary shielding, to the bottom
of the adjacent spent fuel pit. A hopper will accept the spent
fuel elements from the discharge tube. The spent fuel elements
will then be moved to a vertical position so they may be removed
from the hopper from above and be placed in the spent fuel storage
pit racks.

The turbine-generator building will be of steel frame construction
with masonry exterior walls, and will be 40 ft by 88 ft by 32 ft
high. It will house the generating equipment and appurtenant
electrical switchgear and equipment, steam condensers, miscellan-
eous plant equipment, the health physics room, control room, office,
toilet and locker room, chemistry laboratory, shop and storage room.

The reactor building will be approximately 60 ft to the west of the
turbine-generator building. It will contain the reactor and its
primary coolant equipment. The containment will be a cylindrical
steel vessel 63 ft high and 24 ft in diameter extending 30 ft below
grade. A 2 ft thick reinforced concrete wall will provide shielding
around the exterior of the containment vessel and support a metal
deck roof over the building.,

A room approximately 25 ft wide and 55 ft long will connect the
reactor building to the turbine-generator building. This room
will house water demineralizing equipment, filters, spent fuel
storage pit recirculation equipment, fuel storage vault, and work
area. It also will provide access to the containment vessel.

A three-cell cooling tower for the cooling water system will be
located to the east of the turbine-generator building. The water
treatment building will be adjacent to the cooling tower. This
building, 18 ft by 28 ft and 12 ft high, will house the plant hydro-
pneumatic pressure tank, chlorine injector equipment, chemical
mixing tanks, and storage area for water treatment chemicals.

Plant water requirements will be supplied from two remote wells to
the hydro-pneumatic pressure tank in the water treatment building.
Plant domestic water, service water, feed water make-up and conden-
ser cooling water system make-up will be supplied from the storage
tank. Fire protection water will be drawn from the cooling tower
basin reservoir.

The sanitary sewage system will be discharged into the existing plant
sewage system.

The plant will be provided with paved roads and a parking area, area
drainage and an outside fire protection system.
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B. Basis of Pro ect Cost Estimate

1.0 Land and Land Rights

No land or property acquisition has been included in the cost
estimate.

2.0 Structures and Improvements

2.1 Access Roads and Parking Areas

Approximately 1,100 lineal feet of 18 ft wide asphaltic
surface roadway plus 550 sq yd of paved parking area will
be provided.

2.2 General Yard Improvements

2.2.1 Site Grading

Preparation of the site will require approximately
6,000 cu yd of common excavation.

2.2.2 Outside Water Supply and Distribution System

The plant water supply will be obtained from two wells
approximately 750 ft in depth, each producing 600 gpm.
Sand separators will be provided for each well. The
wells will be connected to a 2,000 gal hydro-pneumatic
pressure tank by 11,000 lf of 8 in. diam pipe.

Potable Water

Potable water will be supplied from the 2,000 gal
pressure tank through a pressurized chlorine injection
system and stored in a 200 gal pressure storage tank.

Fire Protection

Water for fire protection will be supplied from the
cooling tower basin reservoir by one 1,000 gpm vertical
turbine fire pump. The fire protection loop consisting
of approximately 1,100 lf of 6 in. asbestos cement pipe
will serve 5 strategically located hydrants. The fire
protection system will be in accordance with N.B.F U.
requirements.
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2.2.3 Cooling Tower Foundations and Basin

The cooling tower basins, flume, cold well and pump
base will be of reinforced concrete. The basins will
be approximately 38 ft by 94 ft and 6 ft deep with a
reservoir capacity of 160,000 gal. Basin discharge
will be through slide gates to a collection flume.
This collection flume will supply water to the cool-
ing water pumps. The cold well and pump mounting
base will be approximately 16 ft by 21 ft and 12 ft
deep.

2.2.h Water Treatment Building

This building, adjacent to the pump mounting base,
will be constructed of masonry walls with concrete
and built-up composition roof. Provision for chemi-
cal storage, manual feed. for pH control and chlorine
shock treatment for algae control will be included
in the building.

2.2.5 Sanitary Sewage System

The sanitary sewage system will consist of approxi-
mately 800 lf of 6 in. pipe discharging into the
existing station system.

2.2.6 Site Drainage

Roof drains, collectors, culverts and open drainage
ditches will be provided as required.

2.2.7 Finish Grading and Landscaping

Finish grading and landscaping will be provided as
required.

2.2.8 Outdoor Lighting

General area lighting will be provided..

2.2.9 Area Fencing

No fencing will be required., since the plant is lo-
cated within the confines of a military reservation.
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2.3 Turbine Building

2.3.1 Turbine Building Substructure

Reinforced concrete spread footings extending 32 ft
below grade will support the building columns and the
exterior masonry walls. Floor slabs on grade will be
reinforced concrete.

2.3.2 Turbine Building Superstructure

The superstructure will be rigid steel frame. The
roof will consist of insulation and built-up roofing
over ribbed, steel decking. Exterior walls and inte-
rior partitions will be masonry.

2.3.3 Turbine Building Heating and Ventilation

The office, control room, and health physics labora-
tory will be air conditioned. Other rooms and work
areas will be ventilated by exhaust fans. Adjustable
wall intake louvers will be provided. Heating will be
provided locally as required by steam unit heaters,
using 15-lb saturated steam from a 300,000 Btu/hr,
oil fired package boiler. A 6,000 gal fuel oil
storage tank will be provided.

2.3.h Turbine Building Plumbing

Toilet facilities, showers, and change room will be
provided for a maximum of seven men. Drains will be
provided from the health physics laboratory to the
hot waste tank.

Demineralizer room and containment fixtures will drain
to a sump from which effluent will be pumped to the
hot waste tank.

2.3.5 Turbine Building Electrical

Facilities will consist of building lighting, grounding,
power for building services, and structures supporting
the cable trays and electrical equipment associated
with the generator main and neutral circuits.

2.3.6 Painting

All interior masonry and metal surfaces and all ex-
terior steel surfaces will be painted.
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2.4 Reactor Building and Containment Structure

2.h.1 Reactor Building Substructure

The steel containment vessel will be encased by a 2 ft
thick, reinforced concrete cylinder serving as a shield
and foundation. The concrete shield will extend 30 ft
below grade to a 2 ft thick reinforced concrete base
slab. Concrete will be placed inside and outside the
ellipsoidal base of the containment vessel, providing
a foundation for the reactor.

The spent fuel pit below grade will be reinforced con-
crete placed monolithically with the vessel foundation.

Continuous reinforced concrete footings will support
the walls of the demineralizer room.

2.1.2 Reactor Building Superstructure

The containment vessel will be shielded by a 2 ft thick,
reinforced concrete wall. The 2 ft thick concrete
shield will extend to the top of the steel containment
vessel where it will support a conical steel roof.

The demineralizer room approximately 25 ft by 55 ft
will connect the containment building with the turbine
building. The low roof over the area of the demin-
eralizer room will be supported by steel beams resting
on exterior masonry walls. The roof will consist of
insulation and built-up roofing over ribbed steel decking.

2.h.3 Containment Structure

The design of the steel containment vessel will be
based on the American Standards Association proposed
Safety Code for Design, Fabrication and Maintenance
of Containment Structures for Stationary Atomic Power
Reactors. The containment vessel will be fabricated
from steel plate (A-201-B) varying in thickness from

5/8 to li in. It will be a 2h ft diameter vertical
cylinder with a hemispherical head and an ellipsoidal
base. The over-all height will be 63 ft. A 7 ft
diameter equipment removal hatch will be provided in
the head. A personnel airlock will be provided for
access.
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2.h.h Reactor Building Ventilation

A ventilating fan will be started after shutdown and
prior to entering the containment vessel. This will
permit recirculation of the air in the containment
vessel through absolute filters. The filters will
remove any particulate matter in the air. During this
recirculation process the air will be monitored to
determine the radiation level of suspended particulate
matter and gases. Once the safe radiation level of
the air has been reached, or required safety procedures
have been prepared, the containment vessel can be opened.
After the containment vessel has been opened, air recir-
culated by the ventilating fan will be diverted to the
stack. The ventilating fan will be sized for 6 air
changes per hour.

During normal reactor operation, a second fan will re-
circulate the air within the containment vessel over a
cooling coil to maintain an ambient temperature not in
excess of 154 F. Water for the cooling coil will be
supplied by the containment vessel cooling water pump.

2.h.5 Reactor Building Electrical

Facilities will consist of the building lighting,
grounding and power for building services.

2.4.6 Reactor Building Crane

The containment vessel equipment will be serviced by
a 5-ton capacity, 24 ft span, polar type crane. The
operation of the crane and hoist will be electric.

2.4.7 Miscellaneous Cranes and Hoists

A 2-ton electric hoist, a jib-crane, and a trolley will
be provided over the spent fuel pit. A 3-ton manual
hoist and a trolley will be provided over the primary
system demineralizers. A 1-ton, light duty, manual
hoist will be provided for miscellaneous service. Space
only will be provided for a service A-frame over the
turbine-generator.
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3.0 Reactor Plant

3.1 Reactor Plant Equipment

3.1.1 Reactor Vessel

The reactor vessel will be of Type 347 stainless steel
fabricated to ASE pressure vessel code requirements
for a design pressure of 2,200 psi. The inside length
will be 12 ft 5 in., and the inside diameter will be
41 in. A flanged, removable head will be provided for
refueling. Stainless steel nozzles will be supplied
for steam, feed water, etc. Grid plates will be sup-
plied for top and bottom support of the core.

3.1.2 Reactivity Control

Control rods will be actuated by rack and pinion drive
mechanisms below the core extending horizontally
through nozzles in the side of the vessel. The cost
of the control rod absorber sections is included in
the first core fabrication cost. The drives will be
individually electrically actuated.

3.1.3 Shielding

Biological shielding around the reactor vessel will
be provided by a water filled tank containing con-
centric steel cylinders between the reactor vessel
and the shield tank walls. Missile shields will be
provided as required.

3.1.14 Cooling Systems

The shield cooling system will include a coil within
the shield water tank. Water from the cooling tower
will be pumped through this coil by the containment
vessel cooling water pumps, which will also supply
water to other systems described below. The two
containment vessel cooling water pumps, one operating
and one stand-by, will supply 112 gpm at 150 ft TDH.

3.1.5 Moderator and Reflector

The reactor cooling water will act as moderator, and
the reflector will consist of concentric steel sleeves
and the reactor cooling water.
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3.2 Heat Transfer System

3.2.1 Primary Cooling System

The primary cooling system will consist of a loop
circulating demineralized water through the reactor
and the steam generator. The primary coolant pump
will have a capacity of 8,000 gpm at 116 ft TDH.
A spare motor and rotor will be provided.

The primary coolant pump will be cooled by water from
the containment vessel cooling water pump. The piping
for this loop will be stainless steel.

3.2.2 Steam Generator

The steam generator will consist of a shell and tube
evaporator designed to generate 103,500 lb of steam per
hour at 600 psia, with a primary coolant flow of
3,090,000 lb/hr entering at 5240 F. A secondary system
blowdown cooler consisting of a shell and tube heat
exchanger with a capacity of 3 gpm of blowdown will be
provided for each steam generator. Cooling water will
be supplied by the containment vessel cooling water
system.

3.2.3 Coolant Charging and Discharging Systems

The primary make-up tank will be a 500 gal stainless
steel tank. Provision will be made to maintain a hydro-
gen blanket on the water in the make-up tank. The pri-
mary make-up pump will have a capacity of 1 to 10 gpm
at 2,500 psi. A stand-by pump will be provided.

The water for the primary coolant system will be sup-
plied from the secondary system demineralizers.

The seal leakage tank will be provided to collect
leakage past the control rod drive seals. This tank
will be of stainless steel with capacity of 20 gallons
at a pressure of 5 psig. The seal leakage pump will
transfer seal leakage to the primary coolant deminer-
alizers. This pump will have a capacity of 1 gpm at
81 ft TDH. A stand-by pump will be provided.

The primary blowdown cooler system will consist of a
shell and tube heat exchanger cooling 5 gpm blowdown
from the reactor vessel with water from the contain-
ment vessel cooling water pump.
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3.2.4 Coolant Purification Equipment

The primary coolant demineralizer will consist of two
mixed bed demineralizers with a capacity of 6 gpm each,
with one unit acting as stand-by. A filter will be
provided between the discharge side of the demineral-
izers and the make-up tank.

3.2.5 Hydrogen Injection System

The hydrogen injection system will be provided to main-
tain an excess of hydrogen in the primary coolant to
reduce free oxygen.

3.2.6 Pressurizing System

The primary coolant pressurizing system will consist
of an insulated pressure vessel with a volume of 60 cu
ft. Electric immersion heaters will generate steam in
the pressurizer to maintain a 2,000 psi system pressure
which will act as a cushion to absorb pressure surges
due to changes in the reactor output.

3.3 Fuel Handling and Storage Facilities

The following equipment will be supplied for refueling opera-
tions:

Spent fuel storage racks
Spent fuel storage pit, pump, and cooling coil
Movable walkway above pit
Spent fuel transfer tube
Spent fuel transfer tube seal assembly and handling rod
Spent fuel transfer hopper
Spent fuel shipping cask
Control rod handling tools
Fuel handling tools
Head removal wrenches and miscellaneous hand wrenches
Head sling and head storage rack
Hydraulic stud stretcher
Retrieving tool for foreign material in the reactor

3.4 Feed Water Supply and Treatment

Feed water supply and treatment will be provided by the
following systems:
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Feed-water Make-up Demineralizer System

This system will include separate cation and anion
beds with a capacity of 20 gpm, a 5,000 gal aluminum
condensate storage tank and two 20 gpm at 50 ft TDH
demineralizer feed pumps, motor driven, one operating
and one stand-by.

Hydrazine Injection System

The system for hydrazine injection will consist of a
tank and an injection pump discharging into the con-
densate system.

Feed-water Heating System

This system will include the air ejector inter and
after condensers, one low pressure, one intermediate
pressure and one high pressure closed feed-water
heater. The feed water will be deaerated in the con-
denser hotwell.

Feed-water Pumps

Feed-water pumps will consist of two motor driven
pumps, one operating and one stand-by, each with a
capacity of 180 gpm at 1,600 ft TDH.

3.5 Radioactive Waste Treatment and Disposal Facilities

Liquid wastes will be stored in a hot waste tank of stain-
less steel, 7} ft diameter, 16 ft long. A pump with a
capacity of 10 gpm at 95 ft TDH will be provided for pumping
these liquids to the sewer or to the feed-water make-up
demineralizer system, when the activity level permits.

Gaseous wastes will be exhausted through a steel stack located
beside the containment vessel.

3.6 Instrumentation and Control

No special controls will be required for the SM-2 reactor
under normal operating conditions since the reactor will be
capable of following any power demand at the turbine throttle
by means of its inherent negative temperature coefficient.

Control rods driven through a magnetic clutch will provide
for initial adjustment of reactor temperature (at no load);
reactor shutdown; and for compensation due to U-235 burnup
and changes in fission product poison concentration. There
will be seven control rods located in the center pass region
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of the core. Under emergency conditions, when the reactor must
be scrammed, the magnetic clutches will be automatically de-
energized allowing the control rods to fall into the reactor.
Manual scram will also be provided.

Nuclear instrumentation will be required to indicate the nuclear
performance of the reactor and to keep the reactor within safe
limits of operation. Four separate instrumentation channels
will be used: start-up, intermediate level, linear power and
safety level.

The start-up channel (proportional counter and period channel)
will be used over a range of 0.01 watt to approximately 100
watts. A BF3 ion chamber with a lifting mechanism operated
from the control console will be used. A low level period
circuit will prevent control rod withdrawal.

The intermediate level channel (Log N and period channel) will
overlap the start-up channel by about two decades. Log N
circuitry will be used to bypass the start-up channel after
switchover, and the period circuit will prevent rod withdrawal
and initiate scram. The period scram will be either manually
or automatically bypassed during steady state operation above
about four megawatts. The sensing element will be an uncompen-
sated ion chamber.

The linear power measuring channel will give indication of re-
actor power and performs as a part of the safety channel. An
uncompensated ion chamber will be used.

The safety level channel will consist of uncompensated ion
chambers utilized on a two out of three coincidence basis
to scram the reactor at 1201 of full power. A duration
period scram and rod withdrawal prevention interlocks will
be used when there are any changes in power level. Special
features of the safety channel will be a self-testing failure
detection and location system, ceramic connectors and borated
polyethylene shields on the chambers, magnetic amplifier and
transistor techniques for all process instruments directly
affecting plant operation, and military standard silicon trans-
istors for nuclear instrumentation and control. In addition
to nuclear scram, initiated as described above, there will be
set limits on primary coolant system parameters which will
cause the reactor to be scrammed. These will be:

High primary coolant pressure
Low primary coolant pressure
Low primary coolant flow
High primary coolant temperature
High steam pressure
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Whenever the reactor is scrammed, all of the effluent lines

penetrating the containment vessel will be closed automatically
by hydraulically operated trip valves.

There will be six fixed remote indicating radiation monitors to
indicate high radiation levels from the main steam line, de-
mineralizers, vent stack, containment vessel vent and spent fuel
pit. A pH measuring instrument with remote indication will be
privided to monitor the flow to the primary coolant deminerali-
zers. Conductivity measurements will be indicated remotely by
monitoring steam generator feed water, secondary blowdown and
demineralizer input. Oxygen content will be indicated remotely
by monitoring the steam generator feed water. Oxygen sampling
stations also will be provided.

A level recorder controller will be used to maintain a constant
water level in the pressurizer. High and low level switches
will be installed independently of the level controller to acti-
vate alarm circuitry. The level controller will activate the
variable speed drive on the make-up pump and the primary blow-
down flow control valve. Remote temperature indication will be
provided.

A remote temperature indicator will be provided on the primary
coolant pump to indicate bearing temperature. A remote indica-
ting ammeter and an over-load cutout switch will be provided.

Primary system blowdown from each steam generator will be
accomplished by a remote controlled blowdown valve. A steam
generator level indicator controller will transmit a biasing
signal to the three element feed-water controller. Low and
high level switches will be provided on a separate sensing
element to activate the alarm circuitry.

Secondary blowdown will be accomplished manually.

System power output is indicated by an integrating recorder
integrating flow and differential temperatures from the
primary system, and a direct reading mean temperature indi-
cator will be provided for use in control of the system. A
primary system high pressure monitoring panel (indicator
recorder) will have high and low level switches for alarm and
scram. These will be actuated by pressure switches monitoring
containment vessel pressure, steam pressure and primary blow-
down pressure. Other pressure switches will be provided for
the demineralizer and seal leak off system.
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Flow elements in the steam line and feed-water line will con-
trol the three element feed-water controller, in conjunction
with the steam generator level controller. Differential pres-
sure elements will be provided on demineralizer filters and the
spent fuel pit filter. Seal leakage tank, make-up tank, hot
waste tank and the condensate storage tank will have liquid
level switches, and the primary steam and feed-water lines all
will have flow transmitters.

3.7 Steam, Condensate, and Feed-water Piping

Carbon steel will be used for the main steam, auxiliary steam,
condensate, feed-water, drip, drain and vent piping.

3.8 Reactor Plant ELectrical System

This system will include two 440 v, 3-phase, 60 cycle motor
control centers and the power and control wiring.

4.0 Turbine-Generator Plant

4.1 Turbine-Generator

One 3,600 rpm, single casing turbine-generator will be provided,
complete with standard accessories. It will be rated at 6,000
kw continuous capacity when supplied with dry, saturated throttle
steam at 600 psia and at an exhaust pressure of 1-1/2 in. Hg
absolute. Steam for heating feed water will be extracted from
three stages of the turbine. Extraction pressures will be
uncontrolled. The generator will be rated at 2,400/4,160 v,
7,500 kva, 0.8 power factor, 3-phase, 60 cycle. Voltage and
frequency controls will meet the rigid specifications consistent
with the system requirements. The exciter will be a 250 v d-c,
direct connected unit.

4.2 Turbine-Generator Pedestals

These pedestals will be of reinforced concrete carried to a
foundation mat resting on decomposed rock at 3-1/2 ft below
grade.

4.3 Turbine Room Auxiliaries

Auxiliaries for the turbine-generator unit will include dirty
and clean lube oil storage tanks and purification system, two
turbine lube oil coolers, and a duplex lube oil strainer.

4.4 Auxiliaries Foundations

Separate reinforced concrete pads will be placed where required,
bearing on decomposed rock at 3-1/2 ft below grade. Lighter
equipment will be anchored to the floor slab.
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L.5 Steam Condenser and Auxiliaries

The steam condenser will be a two pass divided water box unit
and will be designed to condense 63,000 lb per hr of satu-
rated steam during normal full load operation of the turbine.
The condenser will be designed to maintain a back pressure
of l in. Hg absolute when circulating 10,000 gpm of cooling
water at 75O F, based on a cleanliness factor of 85 per cent.

The surface area of the condenser will be 9,000 sq ft. The
condenser will be designed and fitted to accept 17,000 lb
per hr saturated steam from the main steam line for start-up
condensing.

Deaeration of the feed water will be accomplished in the
condenser hotwell. The maximum oxygen content of the feed
water discharged from the hotwell will not exceed 0.01 cc
per liter. Noncondensables will be removed from the hotwell
with a twin element, two stage, steam jet ejector with inter
and after condensers. A priming ejector will be provided
for start-up.

L.6 Condenser and Service Water Cooling System

The condenser and service water cooling system will include
the following:

A 3-cell cooling tower.

Two condenser circulating water pumps, each rated
at 12,000 gpm at 6 ft TDH, one operating and one
stand-by.

Two shutdown cooling water pumps, each rated at
60 gpm at 160 TDH, one operating and one stand-by.

Two service cooling water booster pumps, one
operating and one stand-by.

4.7 Instruments and Controls

The central control room will be completely equipped with a
control bench board, panels and instruments for control of
the turbine-generator and the reactor. Reactor instrumentation
and controls are included in paragraph 3.6. A local turbine
supervisory instrument panel complete with instruments tubed
and wired to panel terminal blocks will be provided in the
turbine room.
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4.8 Turbine Plant Piping

Piping for the turbine plant will include the following piping
systems:

Main steam
Extraction steam
Condensate
Feed water
Circulating water
Lube oil
Service water
Demineralized make-up water
Instrument air
Plant air
Domestic water
CO2 fire protection
Containment vessel cooling water
Fuel oil

4.9 Turbine Plant Electrical System

The system will include control and instrumentation wiring
and local lighting for the turbine-generator unit.

5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment

5.1 Main Switching, Control and Protective Equipment

This equipment will include a spare exciter; excitation
equipment; generator neutral grounding resistor; indoor,
metal clad ).16 kv switchgear; 150m va interrupting capacity
air circuit breakers; control benchboard containing all-
electrical condition annunciation, controls, and metering
for the generator, feeders for power distribution, and
auxiliary transformers.

5.2 Auxiliary Electrical Equipment

This equipment will include auxiliary equipment associated
with the power generating facilities, power and control
wiring. The auxiliary transformers referred to in para-
graph 5.3 will be used as start-up transformers.

5.3 Auxiliary Switching, Control and Protective Equipment

This equipment will include two 600 kva, 480 v indoor, metal
clad unit substations with air circuit breakers and trans-
formers; two motor control centers, 440 v, 3-phase, 60 cycle;
one 125 v d-c motor control center; station battery and
battery chargers.
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6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment

6.1 Instrument Air System Equipment

Equipment for the instrument air system will include two
motor driven, carbon ring compressors, each rated for 60
scfm at 100 psig, and filter, after-cooler, dryer, and
receiver. Emergency instrument air may be provided through
a connection from the plant air system.

6.2 Plant Air System Equipment

Equipment for the plant air system will include one motor
driven air compressor rated for 1h0 scfm at 100 psig, com-
plete with intake filter, after-cooler and receiver.

6.3 Intraplant Communication System

The intraplant communication system will consist of a sound
powered system with one paging master station and speakers.

6.4 Shop Equipment

Shop equipment will include a drill press, a bench grinder,
a welding machine, a 12-inch lathe and miscellaneous hand
tools.

6.5 Laboratory Equipment

Equipment for the laboratory will include nuclear instruments
as required for testing and sampling radioactive and non-
radioactive liquids; one nuclear laboratory exhaust hood
complete with absolute filter, exhaust fan, and cup sink;
and vacuum sampler.

6.6 Fire Extinguishing Equipment

Fire extinguishing equipment will include a central CO2
system for the generator lube oil tanks and lube oil reser-
voir, and portable CO2 extinguishers strategically placed
throughout the power plant building.

6.7 Fire Alarm System

The fire alarm system will include fire call stations with
associated wiring, strategically located throughout the
plant. Fire call stations will transmit a coded signal to
the paging speaker, taking priority over all other calls.
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6.8 Office Furniture and Equipment

Furniture and equipment for the office will be provided.

7.0 Transmission Plant

A take off structure will be provided for the transmission line.

8.0 Communication System

Telephone facilities will be provided.

9.0 Indirect Cost

9.1 General Field Expense

This includes craft supervision and service personnel, ware-
housing, warehouse equipment, small tools, pickups and auto-
mobiles, consumable supplies, and maintenance of temporary
construction facilities and utilities.

9.2 Export Packing and Ocean Freight

This includes export packing, freight forwarding charges,
port handling and wharfage charges, ocean freight, and
marine insurance.

9.3 Start-up and Testing

This includes the necessary labor, materials, equipment, and
supplies for running-in, testing, and checking and adjusting
all equipment. Cost of preparation of operating and main-
tenance manuals is included in design engineering cost. No
allowance is made for training of operating personnel, since
it is assumed that the operating military personnel will be
trained in the Army Reactor Training Program.

9.4 Contractor's Field Overhead

This includes field supervision and field office personnel,
transportation to and from job site, general expenses, field
tests and surveys, purchasing, expediting, and contractor's
fee.

9.5 Construction Plant

Includes temporary construction buildings, office furniture
and equipment, and temporary construction facilities, utili-
ties, and shop equipment.
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9.6 Camp Expenses

This includes temporary housing subsistence, laundry, and
medical facilities.

9.7 Insurance, Bond, and Financing

These include public liability insurance (excluding nuclear
indemnity), cost of performance bond, and job financing
charges.

10.0 Escalation

Escalation is based on an over-all escalation of 6% on labor and
materials. Since the bulk of the equipment and construction
materials will be purchased by the end of the first year after
the initiation of the project in 1961, this means that the aver-
age yearly escalation is about 3% per year.

Data used in computing escalation costs was obtained from the
Engineering News-Record of September 17, 1959, Cost Indexes for
Public Utilities.

11.0 Design Engineering

The present SM-2 program includes the preparation of detailed
design drawings and specifications for the complete power plant
including reactor, steam turbine-generator, buildings, and elec-
trical facilities,

Design engineering costs included herein under this item are for
necessary modifications to the basic design of the SM4-2 plant
to meet the power requirements for Asmara and for site adapta-
tion. Also included is the cost of preparing operating manuals,
test procedures and maintenance manuals.

Administration of the construction contract, purchase of equip-
ment, and site investigation work are not included.

12.0 Contingency

The contingency is 12% of the cost of the plant including esca-
lation and design engineering.
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C. Estimate of Project Cost

SUMMARY

5,000 KW NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Labor*
and Field.

Description Costs

Land and Land Rights $
Structures and Improvements
Reactor Plant
Turbine-Generator Plant
Accessory Electrical Equipment
Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment
Transmis sion Plant
Communication System

Total Direct Construction Cost $

9.0 Indirect Cost

Total Construction Cost $

168,000
237,000
96,000
57,000
14,000
1,000

1,000

57L,000

518,000

1,122,000

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

239,000
1,534,000

532,000
181,000
47,000
1,000
2,000

$2, 536,000
1,002,000

$3, 538, 000

10.0 Escalation

Total Including Escalation

11.0 Design Engineering

Total Excluding Contingency

12.0 Contingency

Total Estimated Project Cost

Total

407,000
1,771,000

628,000
238,000
61,000
2,000
3,000

$3,110,000
1,550,000

$4,660,000

280,000

$14, 910,000

250,000

$5,190,000

610,000

$5, 800,000

* Labor and Field Costs include direct labor, fringe benefits and payroll
taxes, temporary construction materials, and construction equipment.
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5,000 KW NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Labor Permanent
and Field Materials and

Costs EquipmentDescription

1.0 Land and Land Rights

2.0 Structures and Improvements

.1 Access Roads and Parking Areas $ 4,000 $ 5,000 $ 9,000

General Yard Improvements
Site Grading $
Outside Water Supply and Distribution
Cooling Tower Foundations and Basin
Water Treatment Building
Sanitary Sewage System
Site Drainage
Finish Grading and Landscaping
Outdoor Lighting
Area Fencing

Sub-Total U

Turbine Building
Turbine Building Substructure
Turbine Building Superstructure
Turbine Building Heating and
Ventilation

Turbine Building Plumbing
Turbine Building Electrical
Painting

Sub-Total

.14 Reactor Building and Containment
Structure
Reactor Building Substructure
Reactor Building Superstructure
Containment Structure
Reactor Building Ventilation
Reactor Building Electrical
Reactor Building Crane
Miscellaneous Cranes and Hoists

Sub-Total

Total Structures and Improve-
ments

3,000
25,000
8,000
3,000
2,000
4,000
3,000
2,000

50,000

.2

.2.1

.2.2

.2.3

.2.4

.2.5

.2.6

.2.7

.2.8

.2.9

.3

.3.1

.3.2

.3.3

.3.4

.3.5

.3.6

$ 1,000
56,000
7,000
14,000
2,000
5,000
1,000
2,000

$ 4,000
28,000

4,000
2,000
5,000
1,000

$ 20,000
14,000
53,000
14,000
7,000

10,000
14,000

$ 112,000

$ 239,000

$ 4,000
81,000
15,000
7,000
4,000
9,000
4,000

14,000

$ 128,000

$ 10,000
146,000

6,000
3,000

12,000
4,000

8 51,000

$ 44,000
30,000
82,000
9,000
8,000

11,000
5,000

$ 159,000

$ 407,000
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$ 6,000
18,000

2,000
1,000
7,000
3,000

$ 37,000

$ 24,000
16,000
29,000
5,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

$ 77,000

$ 168,000
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.4.2

.4.3
.14.1
.4.5
.4.6
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ESTATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5,OO0 KW NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

(Cont 'd)

Labor
and Field

Costs

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment Total

3.0 Reactor Plant

.1

.1.1

.1.2

.1.3

.1.54

.2

. 2.1

.2.2

.2.3

.2.4

.2.5

.2.6

Reactor Plant Equipment
Re otor Ves el
Reactivity Control
Shielding
Cooling Systems
Moderator and Reflector

Sub-Total

Heat Transfer System
Primary Cooling System
Steam Generator
Coolant Charging and Discharging

Systems
^oclant Purification Equipment
Hydrogen Injection System
Pressurizing System

Sub-Total

.3 Fuel Handling and Storage
Facilities

.14 Feed-Water Supply and Treatment

.5 Radioactive Waste Treatment and
Disposal Facilities

.6 Instrumentation and Control

.7 Steam, Condensate and Feed-Water
Piping

.8 reactor Plant Electrical System

Total Reactor Plant

4.0 Turbine-Generator Plant

Turbine-Generator
Turbine-Generator Pedestals
Turbine Room Auxiliaries
Auxiliaries Foundations
Steam Condenser and Auxiliaries
Condenser and Service Water Cooling

System
Instruments and Controls
Turbine Plant Piping
Turbine Plant Electrical System

Total Turbine-Generator Plant

$ 10,000
11,000
15,000

2,000
2,000

F 0,000

$ 266,000
113,000
62,000
5,000
4,000

$ -0.0,p0

$ 11,000 $ 281,0004,000 160,000

10,000
1,000
1,000
3,000

$ 30,000

51,000
14,000
3,000

62,000
71466000

$ 2,000 $ 57,000
5,000 45,000

1,000
127,000

10,000
22,000

$ 237,000

$ 11,000
4,000
1,000
2,000
8,000

10,000
6,000

53,000
1,000

$ 96,000

7,000
361,000

15,000
35,000

$1, 5314,000

$ 312,000
3,000
6,000
2,000

58,000

67,000
21,000
62,000
1,000

$ 532,000

$ 276,000
124,000
77,000
7,000
6,000

$ 90,000

$ 292,000
161,000

64,000
5,000
4,000

65,000
$ 594,O00

$ 59,000
50,000

8,000
488,000

25,000
57,000

$1, 771,000

$ 323,000
7,000
7,000
4,000

66,000

77,003
27,000

115,000
_ 2,000

$ 628,000
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5,000 Kd NUCLEAR PO'J1ER PLANT
(Cont'd)

Labor
and Field

CostsDescription

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment

.1 Main Switching, Control and Pro-
tective Equipment

.2 Auxiliary Electrical Equipment

.3 Auxiliary Switching, Control and
Protective Equipment

Total Accessory Electrical
Equipment

$ 6,000
22,000

29,000

57,000

$ 49,000
37,000

95,000

$ 181,000

$ 55,000
59,000

12)4,000

$ 238,000

6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment

Instrument Air System
Plant Air System
Intraplant Communication System
Shop Equipment
Laboratory Equipment
Fire Extinguishing Equipment
Fire Alarm System
Office Furniture and Equipment

Total Miscellaneous Power Plant
Equipment

$ 1,000
1,000
5,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
1,000

$ 1),000

$ 8,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
9,000
6,000
3,000

$ 47,000

$ 9,000
6,000

11,000
6,000
6,000

11,000
8,000
)4,000

$ 61,000

7.0 Transmission Plant $ 1,000 $ 1,000 $ 2,000

8.0 Communication System

Total Direct Construction Cost

$ 1,000

$ 5714,000

4$ 2,000

$2,536,000

9.0 Indirect Cost

.1

.2

.3

.)4

.5

.6

.7

General Field Expense
Export Packing and Ocean Freight
Start-Up and Testing
Contractor's Field Overhead
Construction Plant
Camp l enses
Insurance, Bond, and Firnancin&

Total Indirect Cost

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

$ 225,000 1)42,000
190,000

30,000 82,000
265,000 257,000
28,000 )6,000

160,000
125,000

$ 5)8,000

$1,122,000

$1,002,000

$3, 538,000

$ 3,000

$3,110,000

$ 367,000
190,000
112,000
522,000
74,000

160,000
125,000

$1,550,000

$4,660,000

- l -
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D. Project Schedule

The project schedule prepared for a 5,000 kw nuclear power plant
at the Army Security Agency post in Asmara indicates a total
requirement of 2h months for engineering and construction of the
facilities. Authorization of the project and initiation of
engineering by mid-1961 would enable the power plant to be com-
pleted within calendar year 1963.

The project schedule is based on the following conditions:

1. Quoted manufacturing time requirements of 8 months for
the reactor, its components and auxiliaries, and 11
months for the turbine-generator. Procurement of this
equipment to start during the fourth month of the
engineering phase.

2. Shipment to the job site of the SM-2 reactor, prefabri-
cated and preassembled in approximately four major units.
The project schedule allows a reasonable period for a
certain amount of disassembly in the field to check compo-
nent alignment before final assembly and installation.

3. When engineering begins, the availability of design draw-
ings for a complete SM-2 power plant for a site other
than Asmara. The engineering phase of the project sche-
dule is predicated on site adaptation only and the nec-
essary modifications to the available design to conform
to criteria for the Asmara site. Ready availability of
site data and a minimum of redesign necessary for site
adaptation would probably reduce the indicated 8-month
schedule for engineering and site adaptation.

Approximately seven months would be added to the project schedule
if procurement of major equipment were made a part of the construc-
tion contract; however, project completion in 1963 would still be
feasible if the project was initiated early in 1961.
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PROJECT SCHEDULE

5 MW NUCLEAR POWER STATION
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E. Estimate of Unit Power Costs

The plant operating factor on which the calculation of electric
power produced is based, has been assumed to be 100% of the firm
power requirement of 5,000 kw.

Annual Fixed Charges

Annual fixed charges are based on a 20-year plant life equivalent
to 5% of the total project cost. No interest on the investment
has been included (Ref. 11).

5% x $5,800,000 = $290,000

Operating and Maintenance Cost

Operating and maintenance labor cost based on an estimated comple-
ment of 19 military personnel is shown in Table 3, page 45. Annual
labor cost is based on an average overseas rate of '7,500 per year
for military personnel (Ref. 12). Labor escalation at 2% per year
has been included in the estimate for a 20-year period beginning
in 1963. The estimated maintenance complement of three personnel
is considered adequate for routine plant maintenance requirements.
It is anticipated that occasional major overhaul and repair require-
ments may be met by existing maintenance personnel and facilities
at Kagnew Station, supplemented by American or European specialists
as required.

Maintenance materials and operating supplies have been estimated
at an annual cost of 0.8% of the total project cost. Costs so
computed are consistent with estimates prepared by the reactor
designer, Alco Products, Inc., and operating data of the SM-1
reactor at Fort Belvoir, Virginia.

A 20% allowance for average escalation of materials and supplies
over a 20-year period has been included in the estimate.
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TABLE 3

AVERAGE OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COST

No. of Annual
Personnel Rate Cost

Supervision

Plant Superintendent 1
Nuclear and Radiation Safety Engineer 1

Operation

Shift Supervisor
Reactor Operator
Turbine and Auxiliaries Operator 14
Relief Operator 1
Laboratory and Health Physics Technician 1

Maintenance

Master Mechanic 1
Instrument Man 1
Electrician 1

Sub-Total 19 $7,500 $1143,000

Escalation 11,000

Total Operating and Maintenance Labor $181,000

Maintenance Materials and Operating Supplies $ 146,000

Escalation 9,000

Total Maintenance Materials and Operating
Supplies $ 55,000

TOTAL AVERAGE OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COST $239,000
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Nuclear Fuel Cost

Table h, page 47, summarizes the nuclear fuel costs based on equi-
librium conditions. These costs include fuel preparation and
fabrication, fuel burnup and spent fuel processing, and are based
on information obtained from the reactor designer, Alco Products,
Inc., and U. S. Atomic Energy Commission published cost data. Fuel
use charge and interest on fabrication cost are not included
(Ref. 11). Escalation is not included for the nuclear fuel costs
since it is anticipated that improvements in technology will more
than offset increases in raw material or labor costs.

Fixed fuel elements consist of eighteen stainless steel clad fuel
plates held at 0.175 in. spacing by 0.025 in. stainless steel side
plates. The fuel plate is 0.030 in. thick and the cladding is
0.005 in. The element size is 2.85 in. by 2.85 in. by 25 in. long
with a 21.75 in. nominal active core length. The "control-rod-
follower" elements contain 16 fuel plates and are contained in a
stainless steel box with 0.060 in. walls. Each fuel plate contains
about 0.08 grams of boron-10 as a burnable poison in the form of
"natural" ZrB2 .

During each refueling period, the entire core of 38 fixed and 7
"control-rod-follower" elements will be discharged to the spent
fuel storage pit and replaced with new elements. The complete
refueling operation, including the time for reactor shutdown, re-
moval of the reactor vessel head, removal of the spent elements,
installation of the new elements, replacement of the reactor
vessel head and start-up of the reactor is estimated to require
three to four days, operating on an around-the-clock basis. Based
on operation 95% of the time at the firm power requirement of
5,000 kw (net) and the design core lifetime of 27 megawatt-years,
the reactor will require refueling approximately once every 16
months. It is assumed that existing diesel generating facilities
will furnish the requirement for firm power during the estimated
5% of time which the reactor is shut down.
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TABLE h

SUNMARY OF NUCLEAR FUEL COSTS

General Data

Gross capability, kwe
Net capability, kwe
Firm power requirement, kwe
Reactor plant operating factor (based on
firm power requirement)

Reactor thermal at 5,000 kwe (net), mwt
Initial core loading, kg U-235
Final core loading, kg U-235
Percent burn-up
Annual throughput at 0.95 plant operating

factor, kg U-235
Estimated life of core, mwt-years
Estimated life of control rod poison

sections, mwt-years
Cost of fabrication of first core

(Including cost of UF6 to U02
conversion losses and control
rod replacement cost)

Cost Analysis

Description

Fuel Preparation and Fabrication

Fabrication and Assembly
(Includes UF6 to U02 and losses)

Fuel Burn-up

U-235 Burn-up (2)

($17,000/kg x 0.388)

Spent Fuel Processing

Transportation of Fuel (3)
Processing to Nitrate (5)
Conversion of UNIJto UF6
Material Losses6)

Sub-Total

TOTAL FUEL COST

Cost Per
Initial kg U-2.

$ 8,260

6,590

720
6,210

20
130

$ 7,080

$21,930

6,000
5,1,00
5,000

0.95
21
36.2
22.2
38.8

26.7
27

27
X300,000

Cost
35 Per Year

$221,000

176,000

19,000
165,O0O

1,000
!4,000

$189, 000

$586,000
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TABLE h (Cont'd)

(1) Based on cost data from Ref. 16.

(2) Based on U. S. AEC enriched UF6 price schedule (Ref. 13).

(3) Assumes shipment by commercial carrier, including insurance to
and from site. Cost of shipping cask is included in the plant
capital costs under the Fuel Handling and Storage Facilities.
(Account 3.3)

(h) Based on U. S. AEC estimate of $225,OOO to reprocess a SM-2 core
at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (Ref. 1).

(5) See Ref. 15.

(6) Assumes l and O.3% losses of uranium in processing to nitrate
and conversion of nitrate to UF6.
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Stand-by Fuel Oil Cost

During periods of reactor shutdown, assumed to be 5% of the time,
the existing diesel generating facilities at Kagnew Station will
be required to furnish the requirement for firm power. Diesel
fuel cost estimated at '27,000 per year has been included in the
estimates of annual and unit cost of power, based upon the follow-
ing criteria:

Cost of Fuel
Power Requirement
Engine Fuel Rate
Fuel Consumption

"P0.16 per gal
5,000 kw
0.55 lb/kwhr
167,000 gal

Unit Power Cost

The unit power cost is based
per year.

Fixed Charges

Operating and Maintenance

Nuclear Fuel

Stand-by Fuel

TOTAL

on the production of L3,800,000 kwhr

Average
Annual
Cost

$ 290,000

27,000

$1,1L2,000

Mills
per kwhr

6.6

239,000

586,000 13.4

0.6

26.1
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F. Concept Drawings

The following drawings present the conceptual design of the pro-
posed 5 mwe nuclear power plant.

Drawing No. Title

603-C Plot Plant

602-G General Arrangement - Plans

603-G General Arrangement - Elevations

601-M Reactor Vessel

602-M Reactor Cross Section

601-P Heat Balance

602-P Reactor Plant - P&ID

603-P Generating Plant - P&ID

602-E One Line Diagram
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SECTION V

PROPOSED CONVENTIONAL POWER PLANT

A. General Description

The proposed conventional power plant will consist of six heavy-
duty diesel engine generators, each rated at 1,250 kw, 3-phase,
60 cycle, 2,00/,160 volts. The diesel engines will be turbo-
charged, Class A, air-started units, each provided with an ebul-
lient cooling system operating at 15 psig pressure. A portion of
the steam from these systems will be utilized to heat lube oil in
the stand-by engines. An air-cooled condenser will be provided
for each engine. Combustion air will be taken from a plenum,
common to the six engines and equipped with filters and sound
baffles.

The power plant building, located at the southwest cornerof
Kagnew Station, will measure approximately 78 ft by 161 ft. The
height of the roof will be 25 ft over the diesel generators, and
12 ft over the other portion of the building. This building will
house the diesel engine generators, air-starting system, lute oil
system, fuel pumping system, water pumps, lube oil purification
system, instrumentation, electrical and mechanical controls,
regulators and all electrical switchgear and transformers. The
building will also contain office, storage, shop, and toilet
facilities. The plenum~ chamber, approximately 11 ft by 140 ft
and 12 ft in height, will be along the west face of the building.

The six air-cooled condensers will be adjacent to the west side
of the building.

Commercial No. 2 diesel fuel oil will be used. The fuel unload-
in,; and storage system will include a fuel oil unloading and
pumping station and two fuel oil storage tanks, each having a
capacity of 6,710 bbl.

The plant site of approximately 6.5 acres ill have adequate site
drainage, paved roads and parkin area.

The fire protection system will be an extension of the existing
Kagnew Station fire system. All fire protection will be in
accordance with N.B.F.U. requirements.

Potable water.will be supplied from existing station facilities.

The sanitary sewage system will be an extension of the present
station facilities.
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B. Basis of Project Estimate

1.0 Land and Land Rights

Land and property acquisition has not been included in the esti-
mate since the plant site will be within the Kagnew Station
boundaries.

2.0 Structures and Improvements

2.1 Access Roads and Parking Areas

The access road will consist of approximately 900 lf of
18 ft wide asphaltic paved surface. There will be approx-
imately 400 sq yd of paved parking area at the plant site.

2.2 General Yard Improvements

2.2.1 Site Grading

Site preparation will require 2,000 cu yd of common
excavation and 4,000 cu yd of compacted fill.

2.2.2 Outside Water Distribution

Fire Protection

An extension to the present Kagnew Station system
will require 3,000 lf of 8 in. cement asbestos pipe
to supply 5 strategically located hydrants. Fog
nozzles will be provided for fuel oil fire fighting.

Potable Water

Domestic water and make-up cooling water will be
provided from an extension to the existing Kagnew
Station facilities requiring 3,000 lf of 2 in.
galvanized pipe.

2.2.3 Site Drainage System

These will consist of roof drains, collectors, cul-
verts and open drainage ditches as required.

2.2.t Sanitary Sewer System

The existing station sanitary system will be extended
approximately 1,000 ft to the new plant.
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2.2.5 Finish Grading and Landscaping

Finish grading and landscaping will be provided.

2.2.6 Outdoor Lighting

Outdoor lighting will consist of general area lighting.

2.3 Diesel Generator Building

2.3.1 Substructure

Spread footings of reinforced concrete extending
3.5 ft below grade will support the building columns
and masonry walls surrounding the building. Floor
slabs on grade will be reinforced concrete.

2.3.2 Superstructure

The superstructure will be rigid steel frame with a
crane runway over the diesel generator and shop area.
A lower roof over the remaining portion of the build-
ing will be supported by steel beams. The roof will
consist of insulation over corrugated steel decking,
with built-up composition roofing. Exterior walls
to the elevation of the low roof will be masonry.
Exterior walls above the low roof will be corrugated
metal. Interior partitions will be masonry.

2.3.3 Building Ventilation

No heating or air conditioning will be provided.
Wall intake louvers and powered roof ventilators
will be utilized to remove heat emitted by the
diesel engines and generators.

2.3.1 Plumbing

Toilet facilities and a locker room will be provided.

2.3.5 Building Electrical

Controls, lighting, building grounding and power for
building services, the structures supporting the
cable trays and electrical equipment associated with
generator main and neutral circuits will be provided.
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2.3.6 Station Crane

A 40 ft span, 6-ton bridge crane will be provided
for diesel generator servicing.

2.3.7 Miscellaneous Cranes and Hoists

A 1-ton hoist, light duty type, will be provided for
miscellaneous service.

2.3.8 Painting

All interior masonry and steel surfaces and all exte-
rior surfaces, except metal siding, will be painted.

3.0 Fuel Handling and Storage

Diesel fuel oil will be stored in two 6,710 bbl, above-ground
storage tanks. Two 275-gal day tanks will be provided inside
the generator building. Two transfer pumps will be provided to
maintain the operating oil level in the day tanks. Two 300 gpm
unloading pumps will be provided for unloading fuel oil into the
storage tanks.

4.0 Diesel Generator Plant

h.1 Diesel Generators and Accessories

The plant will include six heavy-duty, low speed (approxi-
mately 360 rpm), diesel engine generators, each rated at
1,250 kw at 8,000-ft elevation. The units will be designed
to operate with No. 2 diesel fuel oil. The engines will
be turbo-charged, single-acting, two or four-cycle units,
full pressure lubricated, solid injection, with forced
lubrication to the cylinders. Accessories for each will
include a turbo-charger, air intake manifold and silencer,
lube oil strainer, pump, lube oil cooler, lube oil service
tank, auxiliary lube oil pump, fuel oil strainer, filter
and booster pump, gauge board, manual control valves and
water-cooled exhaust manifold.

The generators will be direct-connected units, 1,563 kva,
h-wire, 0.80 power factor, 3-phase, 60 cycle, 2,400/h,160 v,
with 125 v d-c V-belt driven exciters, all rated for opera-
tion at 8,000 ft elevation. The quality of the electrical
power will be consistent with the system requirements.
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4.2 Combustion Air Intake System

Each diesel engine will draw combustion air from a common
plenum through an impingement type air filter. Fixed wall
intake louvers and cleanable air filters will be provided
in the outside wall of the plenum.

4.3 Cooling System

Each diesel engine will have an ebullient jacket cooling
system. The components of each of these systems not included
in the cost of the diesel generator units (Paragraph 4.1)
will be a steam separator, an air cooled condenser, a duplex
condensate return unit, instrumentation, and controls.

Each diesel unit will have an additional closed cooling sys-
tem that will provide cooling water to the lube oil cooler,
the turbo-charger and after cooler unit. Principal compo-
nents of this system will be a circulating pump and a 30-gal
head tank. A separate set of coils in the jacket cooling
system's cooler-condenser will be utilized in the closed
cooling system.

Make-up water for the cooling systems will be softened by
a zeolite water softening unit.

14. Diesel Engine Generator Foundations

Reinforced concrete foundations for each diesel-engine gen-
erator will extend to the decomposed bedrock.

4.5 Lubrication System

Each diesel engine will be supplied complete with its own
lubricating oil strainer, pump, cooler and service tank. A
central lube oil clean-up and neutralizing system, including
a 600-gal dirty oil tank, two 400 gph centrifuges complete
with pumps, a 600-gal clean oil tank, and all required acces-
sories will be provided. Stand-by diesel engine lubricating
oil will be kept warm by a central lube oil warming heater
system complete with a heater, two circulating pumps and
strainers.

4.6 Instruments

A gauge board will be provided for each diesel engine unit.
In addition to unit gauge boards, instruments will be pro-
vided for integrated plant operation.
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4.7 Plant Piping

Piping for the plant will include the following systems:

Lube oil
Fuel oil
Jacket cooling water
Lube oil, turbo-charger and after-cooler cooling water
Domestic water
Start-up air
Utility air
Plumbing
Water treatment

1.8 Starting-Air System Equipment

The equipment for the starting-air system will include two
starting-air compressors, each with a 50 cu ft air receiver.

h.9 Auxiliaries Foundations

Foundations for heavy equipment will be of reinforced con-
crete extending to decomposed bedrock, approximately 3 ft
below grade. Lighter equipment will be anchored to the
floor slab.

5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment

5.1 Main Switching, Control and Protective Equipment

This equipment will include the main 5 kv, 150 mva inter-
rupting capacity, indoor, metal clad switchgear for the
4.16 kv service; air circuit breakers; two buses with tie
circuit breakers; control, relaying and metering for the
generators, exciters, auxiliary transformers and outgoing
feeders. Generator neutrals will be connected to individual
grounding resistors housed in a screened safety enclosure.

5.2 Auxiliary Electrical Equipment

This will include auxiliary equipment associated with the
power generating facilities and power and control wiring.
The auxiliary transformers also will be used as start-up
transformers.

5.3 Auxiliary Switching, Control and Protective Equipment

This equipment will include two 225 kva, h80 v, indoor,
metal clad, substation units with air circuit breakers and
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transformers; three 40 v, 3-phase, 60 cycle motor control

centers; one 125 v d-c motor control center; station battery

and battery chargers.

6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment

6.1 Fire Protection System

The fire protection system will consist of several portable

extinguishers strategically located throughout the plant.

6.2 Fire Alarm System

The fire alarm system will include fire call stations,

strategically located throughout the plant, plus associated

wiring. On actuation the fire call stations will transmit

a coded signal to a loud speaker.

6.3 Plant Air System Equipment

The equipment for the plant air system will include a 1b0

scfm, 100 psig, tank mounted compressor.

6.h Shop Equipment

Shop equipment will include a bench grinder, drill press,

welding machine, and miscellaneous hand tools.

6.5 Office Furniture and Equipment

Furniture and equipment for the offices will be provided.

7.0 Transmission Plant

A take-off structure will be provided for the transmission line.

8.0 Communication System

Telephone facilities will be provided.

9.0 Indirect Cost

9.1 General Field Expense

This includes craft supervision and service personnel, ware-

housing, warehouse equipment, small tools, pickups and auto-

mobiles, consumable supplies, and maintenance of temporary

construction facilities and utilities.
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9.2 Export Packing and Ocean Freight

This includes export packing, freight forwarding charges,
port handling and wharfage charges, ocean freight, and
marine insurance.

9.3 Start-up and Testing

This includes the necessary labor, materials, equipment and
supplies for running-in, testing, and checking and adjust-
ing all equipment. The cost of preparation of operating
and maintenance manuals is included in design engineering
cost.

9.4 Contractor's Field Overhead

This includes field supervision and field office personnel,
transportation to and from job sites, general expenses,
field tests and surveys, purchasing and expediting, and
contractor's fee.

9.5 Construction Plant

Includes temporary construction buildings, office furniture
and equipment, and temporary construction facilities, util-
ities, and shop equipment.

9.6 Camp Expenses

This includes temporary housing, subsistence, laundry and
medical facilities.

9.7 Insurance, Bond, and Financing

These include public liability insurance, cost of perfor-
mance bond, and job financing charges.

10.0 Escalation

Escalation is based on an over-all escalation of 6% on labor and
materials. Since the bulk of the equipment and construction
materials will be purchased by the end of the first year after
the initiation of the project in 1961, this means that the aver-
age yearly escalation is about 3% per year.

Data used in computing escalation costs was obtained from the
Engineering News-Record of September 17, 1959, Cost Indexes for
Public Utilities.
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11.0 Design Engineering

Design engineering costs include the architect-engineering ser-
vices required for completion of the construction drawings and
specifications, and the operating manuals, test procedures, and
maintenance manuals. The administration of the construction
contract, purchase of equipment, and site investigation work are
not included.

12.0 Contingency

The contingency is 8% of the total plant cost including escala-
tion and design engineering.
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C. Estimate of Project Cost

SUMMARY

S,000 KW CONVENTIONAL POWER PLANT

Labor *
and Field

Description Costs

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

Land and Land Rights
Structures and Improvements
Fuel Handling and Storage
Diesel Generator Plant
Accessory Electrical Equipment
Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment
Transmission Plant
Communication System

Total Direct Construction Cost

9.0 Indirect Cost

Total Construction Cost

87,000
1,000

79,000
38,000
),000
1,000
1,000

$ 211,000

317,000

108,000
5,000

975,000
189,000
12,000

1,000
2,000

$1,292,000

582,000

$ 528,000 $1,87L,000

10.0 Escalation

Total Including Escalation

11.0 Design Engineering

Total Excluding Contingency

12.0 Contingency

Total Project Cost

195, 000
6,000

1,054, 000
2?7,000
16,000
2,000
3,000

$1,503,000

899,000

$2, 102,000

144,000

$2,546,000

153,000

$2,699,000

216,000

$2,915,000

* Labor and Field Costs include direct labor, fringe benefits and payroll
taxes, temporary construction materials, and construction equipment.
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5 MWe CONVENTIONAL POWER PLANT

Labor
and Field

CostsDescription

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

1.0 Land and Land Rights

2.0 Structures and Improvements

.1 Access Roads and Parking Areas

.2 General Yard Improvement

.2.1 Site Grading

.2.2 Outside Water Distribution

.2.3 Site Drainage System

.2.4 Sanitary Sewer System

.2.5 Finish Grading and Landscaping

.2.6 Outdoor Lighting
Sub-Total

.3 Diesel Generator Building

.3.1

.3.2

.3.3

.3.4

.3.5

.3.6

.3.7

.3.8

Substructure
Superstructure
Building Ventilation
Plumbing
Building Electrical
Station Crane
Miscellaneous Cranes
Painting

Sub-Total

and Hoists

$ 3,000 $ 4,000 $ 7,000

$ 3,000
8,000
3,000
1,000
3,000
2,000

20,000

18,000
25,000
3,000
1,000
7,000
2,000
1,000
7,000

$ 64,000

16,000
!1,000

1,000

1,000
S22,000

$ 10,000
h6,000

7,000
2,000
6,000
6,000
1,000
4,000

S82,000

$ 3,000
214,000
7,000
2,000
3,000
3,000

$ 2,000

$ 28,000
71,000
10,000

3,000
13,000

8,000
2,000

11,000
$ 1h6,000

Total Structures and Improvements 87,000 $ 108,000 $ 195,000

3.0 Fuel Handling and Storage $ 1,000 $ 5,000 $ 6,000

Diesel Generator Plant
Diesel Generators and Accessories
Combustion Air Intake System
Cooling System
Diesel Engine Generator Foundations
Lubrication System
Instruments
Plant Piping
Starting-Air System
Auxiliaries Foundations

Total Diesel Generator Plant

!41,000
5,000
5,00

10,000
1,000
2,000

12,000
1,000
2,000

S 79,000

$ 865,000
7,000

149,000
11,000
12,000
8,000

18,000
3,000
2,000

3 975,000

$ 906,000
12,000
514 ,000
21,000
13,000
10,000
30,000
1,000
14,000

$1,0514 ,000
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5 MWe CONVENTIONAL POWER PLANT
(Cont'd)

Labor
and Field

Description Costs

Permanent
Materials and
Equipment

5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment
.1 Main Switching, Control and

Protective Equipment
.2 Auxiliary Electrical Equipment
.3 Auxiliary Switching, Control and

Protective Equipment

Total Accessory Electrical
Equipment

6.0
.1
.2
.3
.14
.s

$ 8,000
14,000

16,000

$ 109,000
18,000

$ 38,000 189,000

Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment
Fire Protection System $ - -

Fire Alarm System 1,000
Plant Air System Equipment 1,000
Shop Equipment 1,000
Office Furniture and Equipment 1,000

Total Miscellaneous Power Plant
Equipment

$. 1,000
2,000
4,000
3,000
2,000

$ 4,000 12,000

117,000
32,000

78,000

$ 227,000

$ 1,000
3,000
5,0004,ooo
14,000
3, 000

S16,000

7.0 Transmission Plant

8.0 Communication System

Total Direct Cost

Indirect Cost
General Field Expense
Export Packing and Ocean Freight
Start-up and Testing
(Jontractor's Field Overhead
Construction Plant
Camp Expenses
Insurance, Bond, and Financing

Total Indirect Cost

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

$ 1,000 $ 1,000 $ 2,000

$ 1,000

$ 211,000

$ 2,000

$1,292,000

$ 114,000 $ 51,000

- - 140,000
20,000 14,000

161,000 160,000
22,000 142,000

- - 110,000

- - 75,000

$ 317,000

$ 528,000

$ S82,000

$1,874,000

$ 3,000

$1,503,000

$ 165,000
140,000

24,000
321,000
64,000

110,000
75,000

$ 899,000

$2,402,000
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D. Project Schedule

The project schedule prepared for the 5,000 kw conventional power
plant at the Army Security Agency post in Asmara indicates a 19-
month requirement for engineering, design and construction of the
facilities. A completion date within calendar year 1963 is feas-
ible if the project is authorized and engineering initiated in the
latter part of 1961.

The project schedule is predicated on the following conditions.

1. Placement of the purchase order for the diesel generators
and other major items of equipment by the end of the fifth
month of the engineering phase of the project.

2. An estimated manufacturing period of 6 months for the diesel
generators 0

If it were desired to include procurement of all permanent equip-
ment as a part of the construction contract, the project schedule
would be extended by approximately 8 months. However, completion
of the facility in calendar year 1963 would still be feasible
provided engineering could begin by mid-1961.
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E. Estimate of Unit Power Costs

The plant operating factor, on which the calculation of electric
power produced is based, has been assumed to be 100% of the firm
power requirement of 5,000 kw.

Annual Fixed Charges

Annual fixed charges are based on a 20-year plant life equivalent
to 5% of the total project cost. No interest on the investment has
been included (Ref. 11).

0.05 x $2,915,000 = $1h6,ooo

Operating and Maintenance Cost

Operating and maintenance labor cost based on an estimated comple-
ment of 8 military personnel is shown in Table 5, page 66. Annual
labor cost is based on an average overseas rate of P7,500 per year
for military personnel (Ref. 12). Escalation on labor in the
amount of 2% per year has been included in the estimate for a
twenty-year period beginning in 1963. It is anticipated that
occasional major overhaul and repair requirements may be met by
existing maintenance personnel and facilities at Kagnew Station,
supplemented as required, by American or European specialists.

Maintenance materials and operating supplies have been estimated at
an annual cost of 1.5 mills per kilowatt hour generated, based on
published data of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Rural Elec-
trification Administration and the State of Wisconsin Power Commission.
Annual power production has been estimated at 100% of the firm power
demand of 5,000 kw.

Cost of major overhaul of each engine every 50,000 hours of opera-
tion is included in the estimate of annual cost of maintenance mate-
rials and operating supplies. Estimated average total escalation
of materials and supplies over a 20-year period at 20% has been
included in the estimate.
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TABLE 5

OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COST

No. of Annual
Labor Personnel Rate Cost

Supervision

Plant Superintendent 1

Operation

Power Plant Operator
Relief Operator 1

Maintenance

Master Mechanic 1
Electrician 1

Sub-Total 8 $7,500 $ 60,000

Escalation 17, 0O

Total Operating and Maintenance Labor $ 77,000

Maintenance Materials and Operating Supplies 66,000

Escalation 13,000

Total Maintenance Materials and Operating Supplies $ 79,000

TOTAL ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COST $156, 000
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Annual Fuel Cost

Annual fuel cost has been estima ed based on the current cost of
$0.13 per gallon for No. 2 diesel fuel delivered to Kagnew Station
(Ref. 2), and estimated annual fuel consumption as follows:

Annual Fuel Consuraption

Annual fuel consumption is based on a
fuel rate of 0.55 lb/kwhr of No. 2
diesel fuel (API 310 gravity, 7.25 lb/gal)
and average annual power production of

43,800,000 kwhr (operation at 100% of
firm power demand of 5,000 kw).

Fuel Oil Cost

Total escalation of 20% has been
included as an average for a 20-year
period starting in 1963.

Fuel oil, delivered

Escalation

Total Estimated Average Annual Cost
over a 20-year Period

3,330,000 gal/yr

$0.13/gal

.03/gal

V0.16/gal
Annual Fuel Cost

3,330,000 gallons x $0.16/gal = 8532,000

Unit Power Cost

The unit power cost is based on the production of h3,800,000
kwhr per year.

Fixed Charges
Operating and Maintenance Cost
Fuel Oil Cost

Total

Average
Annual
Cost

$1h6,000
156,000
532,000

Mills
pj r k''hr

3.3
3.6

12.1

'83L,000 19.0
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F. Concept Drawings

The following drawings present the conceptual design of the proposed
diesel engine generating plant.

Dwg. No. Title

602-C Plot Plan
601-G General Arrangement
601-E One Line Diagram
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SECTION VI

REFERENCES AND GLOSSARY
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Kaiser Engineers, January 1960.
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Company, April 1959.
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June 5, 1959.
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B. Glossary

abs
amp
APPR
bbl
bhp
Btu
bwr
cfm
cu ft
cu yd
d-c
diam
oF

ft
gal
g
gph
gpm
Hg
hp
in.
kg
kv
kva
kw

lb
lf
mph
mva
mw
mwe
mwt
N.B.F.U.
pH
psi
psia
psig
pwr
R
rms
rpm
scfm
sq ft
TDH

UF6

U0 2
v

absolute
ampere (s)
Army Package Power Reactor
barrel (s) - 12 U. S. gallons
brake horsepower
British thermal unit (s)
boiling water reactor
cubic feet per minute
cubic foot, feet
cubic yard (s)
direct current
diameter
degrees Fahrenheit
foot, feet
gallon (s)
gram (s)
gallons per hour
gallons per minute
mercury
horsepower
inch (es)
kilogram (s)
kilovolt (s)
kilovoltampere (s)
kilowatt (s)
pound (s)
lineal foot, feet
miles per hour
million volt ampere (s)
megawatt (s)
electrical megawatt (s)
thermal megawatt (s)
National Board of Fire Underwri
acid-base scale
pounds per square inch
pounds per square inch absolute
pounds per square inch gauge
pressurized water reactor
Roentgen
root mean square
revolutions per minute
standard cubic feet per minute
square foot, felt
total dynamic head
uranium fluoride
uranium oxide
volt (s)

iters
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